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Western book
the

In the beginning -. e., before the beginning -
there was NOTHINO. And MATTER came out
of NOTHING. And MATTER was CHAOS.

i
Strangely, and for no reason whatsoever,
C1AOS started to change. Simplicity begat
compiexity, randomness begat order and, most
peculiar of ail, inanimate MATTER begat
organic MATTER.

Ili
Many, Many, Many years passed and quite by
chiance organie MATTER developed in a strange
direction. It became more complex, and then for
no apparent reason at ail, it became conscious of
itself. t called consciousness MIND and gave
itacif a name and that name was MAN.

IV
Now MAN equipped with MIND found that
IMIND piayed peculiar tricks on him. He found
that instead of just accepting himself as part of
MATTER, he had a longing for significance, a
desire to live for a purpose. Instead of being
pushed about by blind chance, he wanted to
direct his own affairs. lie aiso found that there
was a state of being that was entirely
satisfactory and he calied it LOVE.

V
Man kept on searching for purpose and meaning
and after a whiie strange rumors began to spread

rumors that spoke of a creator-God who was
LOVE, who had created man in bis own image.
Many men beiieved the rumors. It gave their
lives meaning; it told them the universe was not
purposeless after ail. Inspired by hope, these
BELIEVERS started to write, to paint, and to
chiip away at blocks of atone. Some of these
craftsmen were extremely skiilful. They seemed
to be expressing the longings and aspirations of
ail men. To these exceptional pieces of craft a
naine was given, and that name was ART. And
tie men who wrote them, painted themn, or
chiipped them out were called ARTISTS. and al
thieir ART said: MAN IS SIGNIFICANT.

VI
It was also rumored thiat the son of LOVE
became a MAN, showed men how to live, then
died. A legend has it that the son of LOVE came
back from the dead and disappeared in a cioud.
In some parts of the Western WorId the
BEIEVERS of this legend spread a very
intluentiai form of the message: MAN IS
SIGNIFICANT.

Vil
For many years this state of affaira existed, but
MAN became restiess. Was it so? Was MAN a
creation of LOVE? Why should he simpiy
believe a rumor? Had anyone used bis REASON
- a very speciai activity of MIND that had proved
successfui in understanding MATTER - to find
out if the rumor was true? Did the rumor
actuaiiy correspond to what really was? A
thiorough investigation began and it iasted many
years.

VIII
After an era of investigation MAN came to
certain conclusions: (1) The rumors were
certainly false. REASON found no EVIDENCE
to verify the God hypothesis. God, they said,
was the resuit of wishful daydreams, a figment
of IMAGINATION - which itseif was an early
aberration in primitive MAN, now happily under
the control of REASON. and if the rumor of
God was false, so surely was the compiex rumor
about his son. (2) MAN waa not some
miysterious higher being who was significant. He
was, on the contrary, of no importance at ail -
simply a complex product of cause and effect. A
neaningless piece of MATTER of a larger but
equaliy meaninglesa piece of MATTER called
EARTH. He had emerged from primordial slime
and was really neither more nor less than that.

x
Then, too, a few perceptive men noticed changes
in the way men and women behaved. Once they
had loved each other. And their LOVE was
thought to be a reflection of the LOVE who was
God. But now there was juat SEX - liaisons of
the moment. And families began to die as
families and the children were left to the whim
of courts. And men called these liaisons LOVE,
though they knew the word didn't mean
anything.

xi
Ail sorts of startling consequences followed.
Some men said, "If MAN is only a machine
caught up in the vast mechanism of nature, why
not treat him accordingly?" So the
MANIPULATORS set to work and used men
just like other objecta of nature. And behold
there came a very efficient system called
UTOPIA, and the occupants were called
NECROPHILES. 0f course, it was really nothing
new, for the MANIPULATORS had picked up
their model from the ANTS, a natural group of
beinga who years previously had attained the
perfect state of affaira. Another group of men
reaited UTOPIA. They said, "In spite of ail that
REASON has proved we will continue to believe
that our longinga and aspirations are
meaningful." So they tried to forget their
DESPAIR (a feeling that MAN experienced
when he wanted to hope and did hope knowing
that it was hopeless) by taking chemicals and
behaving like animais, living only for each
successive moment and trying hard to make each
moment pleasurable. Most of themn got tired of
playing these games after a while and diaposed
of themselves in various ways. Some went to
DEATH, some to PSYCHEDELIA ( beautiful
country with a aynaeathetic landacape), some to
NIRVANA. Some even went to UTOPIA. And
s0 nonsense was worshipped instead of sense
(they called it the absurd). REASON was
abandoned - because, you see, it couldn't give
anawera to the really big questions after ail. In
its place came UNREASON (they calied it
irrationalîty). And MORALITY was abandoned -
because that peculiar àbility to distinguish
between THE GOOD and THE BAD was simply
regarded as a mere matter of taste or caprice.
THE GOOD and THE BAD had been popular
once, but that was when rumors of Goçl were
rife. THE GOOD was God's holy character and
had to be obeyed. THE BAD was disobedience
or revoit againat THE GOOD. But THE GOOD
and THE BAD departed with REASON and
God. And nowthere was no longer TRAGEDY -
only MISERY.

of
dead

'ee. Wst e ecame aigmaic -ike piece of
MA . Even the MA ULATORS who
controlled UTOPIA ceased to be Man in the oîd
sense of the word. After denying their
mannishness for so long, they finally lost it and
so became the most terrifying animal on'the face
of the earth.

postscript
The old rumors stili persist - found in outlying
regài o ns a nd s mall1 cliques o f
NON-CONFORMISTS i.n UTOPIA - that LOVE
is. Some still say that LOVE - i.e., the
personal-infinite God - is really there, waiting to
personally reveai himself and to, remake MAN
through bis son, Jesus Christ. But these are the
same ones who say no MAN has ever really died,
that even the ancients are alive (some well, somte
flot) and living in OTHER WORLD. Such
rumors are being supressed wherever they are
found.
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